Space / Industry
Science Mission & Spacecraft conceptual design
This METEOR supervised by Thales Alenia Space
(TAS) aims at providing the major skills required
to design a space science mission as a scientific primary investigator or as space system engineer, and
to propose such a mission to a space agency. The
competence acquisition will be based on the conceptual design of a space mission, as would be expected
from a science consortium to propose a space mission to agencies. This METEOR is located at TAS, at
Cannes La Bocca.
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approach and various aspects related
to a space mission will be covered.
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space system engineering courses
will enable to acquire the key spaceThis METEOR supervised by
craft competences.
Thales Alenia Space aims at pro• The second step, will address the
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to design a space science mission as
the conceptual design and prelimia scientific primary investigator, as
nary sizing of the selected new misan instrument scientist or as space
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ing free ware tools, made available by
• Science space mission context (cusspace agencies.
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space mission
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